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"Facts, pictures and information about dogs for young children"-Explore one of the most recognized figures in American history with this biography of
Sacagawea. Kids will learn about her crucial role in the Lewis and Clark expedition and
her influential legacy. The level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging,
information for independent readers.
"Information about horses for children learning to read"-Blast off and experience humankind's first steps on the moon in this new biography about
Buzz Aldrin, perfect for fluent readers! You'll learn about astronaut Aldrin's life –
from his childhood, his work on NASA's Apollo 11 mission, and his dream to get humans to
Mars.
Louis Braille
The Book of Heroines
National Geographic Readers: Night Sky
National Geographic Kids Readers: Buzz Aldrin (L3) (Readers)
Enter into the mysterious world of ancient Egypt and learn about its structures and rituals that still amaze us
today, from the great Step Pyramid to the mummification of pharaohs.
Introduces honeybees, describing their physical features, different roles in the hive, and the importance of bee
pollination for the world's food supply.
Introduces the different types of, and uses for, rocks and minerals, and discusses how they are formed.
Explore the history of Ellis Island, one of the most recognized landmarks in American history. Kids will learn about
its early history as a Mohegan island and rest spot for fishermen, through its time as a famous immigration station
to today's museum.
Coral Reefs
100 Fun Facts About Hamsters, Mice, Guinea Pigs, and More
Rosa Parks
The Story of Bird Woman and the Lewis and Clark Expedition
National Geographic Readers: Squeak! (L3)
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Sacajawea, a Shoshoni Indian interpreter, peacemaker, and guide, and William Clark
alternate in describing their experiences on the Lewis and Clark Expedition to the
Northwest.
Explore one of the most recognized figures in American history with this biography of
Sacagawea. Kids will learn about her crucial role in the Lewis and Clark expedition and
her influential legacy. The level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-rangi
Welcome to the Czech Republic! There is much to see in this beautiful country, from the
sprawling expanse of Bohemian Switzerland National Park to the cultural attractions in
historic Prague. Through fact-filled text and colorful photos, this engaging title takes
young readers on a journey to see it all! Readers will explore the country’s landscape,
wildlife, traditions, and day-to-day life. Along the way, special features show off
native animals, introduce popular foods, teach basic Czech phrases, and more. This title
is sure to inspire readers to explore the world!
A biography of Sacagawea, the Shoshoni Indian woman who played an important role in
guiding the Lewis and Clark expedition through the Northwest Territory of the United
States in 1805-1806.
100 Fun Facts about Octopuses, Squids, and More
National Geographic Readers: Gallop! 100 Fun Facts about Horses
What is an Archaeologist? (L3) (National Geographic Readers)
A Hurricane Katrina Rescue Story
Anne Frank
100 fun facts for kids about all kinds of volcanoes.
Profiles the young Jewish girl who kept a diary of her time in hiding from the Nazis
during World War II.
Get to know the life and legacy of Louis Braille. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text
give early readers an engaging and age-appropriate look at his invention of braille and
how it changed the blind community forever. Features include sidebars, a table of
contents, two infographics, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR
Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their
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learning. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo
is an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
Developed by National Geographic in consultation with literacy education experts, a
series of high-interest, exciting and easy-to-read books contain simple text, National
Geographic photography and kid-friendly design, as well as loads of information about
subjects that really matter to kids. Simultaneous.
National Geographic Readers: George Washington
Tales of History's Gutsiest Gals
National Geographic Readers: Sacagawea
National Geographic Kids Almanac 2019
Lions
Patience is a South African penguin. She is small at roughly 6 pounds and approximately 20 inches tall; but at 24 years
old, she is the "penguin in charge" of the penguin exhibit at New Orleans's Audubon Aquarium of the Americas. On
August 29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina hits, devastating the city and surrounding areas with its catastrophic winds and
flooding. The aquarium is severely damaged. With no electricity or relief in sight, the temperature in the aquarium
reaches dangerously high degrees, putting the penguins in peril. Patience, and the 18 other penguins, along with some
of the other zoo animals, must leave their home and their favorite human, Tom, the penguin keeper. Tom drives his
penguins to Baton Rouge where an airplane transfers them to the Monterey Bay Aquarium in California. Here the
penguins will recuperate and live until they can return home to New Orleans. After nine long months away from Tom and
their home, the aquarium is finally restored. And Patience, who has been patient, and her penguins return to New Orleans
to a cheering homecoming.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture, geography, the environment,
history, and science.
Learn all about George Washington, one of the most important figures in American history, in this colorful, inviting, and
entertaining biography. This carefully leveled reader is written in an easy-to-grasp style to encourage the historians of
tomorrow! National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Fans of Disneyland, Disney World, and all things Disney are sure to enjoy learning all about the fascinating founder, Walt
Disney. This new biographic reader reveals the interesting, enchanting life of one of the world's most beloved storytellers
and entrepreneurs. Level 3 text provides accessible yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers.
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Bees
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Rocks and Minerals
National Geographic Readers: Walt Disney (L3)
National Geographic Readers: Ink!
Explore one of the most recognized names in modern America with this biography of Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor. Kids will learn about her rise to be the first Hispanic Supreme Court Justice and the trials she faced along
the way. The level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for independent readers.
Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made, where they are in the world, and why the world's coral reefs are in
danger.
Taking a rare look beyond the myths and legends surrounding Sacagawea's life, this extraordinary illustrated history
recounts the known facts about a remarkable woman and her contribution to one of America's greatest journeys of
exploration. Combining beautifully wrought oil paintings, a moving true story, and a unique larger format, Sacagawea will
captivate readers of all ages. Kidnapped from her Shoshone tribe when she was just eleven or twelve, Sacagawea lived
with her captors for four years before being given in marriage to a French Canadian fur trapper, Toussaint Charbonneau.
With him, she served as interpreter, peacemaker, and guide for the Lewis and Clark Expedition to the Northwest in
1805-1806. Braving hunger and fierce blizzards, Sacagawea traveled thousands of miles with a baby on her back. By the
end of the legendary journey, Sacagawea's steadfast courage and capable guidance had ensured her place in history.
Everybody needs a role model! Discover true stories of superstars, war heroes, world leaders, gusty gals, and everyday
women who changed the world. From Sacagawea to Mother Teresa, Annie Oakley to Malala Yousafzai, these famous
women hiked up their pants and petticoats and charged full-speed ahead to prove girls are just as tough as boys...maybe
even tougher. Complete with amazing images and a fun design, this is the book that every kid with a goal, hope, or dream
will want to own.
Cats Vs. Dogs
Sacajawea
100 Fun Facts about Dogs
National Geographic Readers: Rocks and Minerals
Alexander Graham Bell
Introduces the life and legacy of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
More than 200 years ago, explorers went on a journey to the Pacific Ocean. With the help of a young American Indian girl,
the trip was a success. Her name was Sacajawea.
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Meet cuttlefish that can camouflage themselves, octopuses that outsmart their predators, and squid that patrol the deep in
this cool fact-filled reader. Learn everything you've ever wanted to know about cephalopods, from inking, to hunting, to
coconut carrying. Squish along with squid, camouflage with cuttlefish, and marvel at magnificent octopuses. Packed with
weird-but-true facts and tons of cool animal info, this Level 3 Reader explores the incredible world of cephalopods. National
Geographic Fact Readers feature the same expert-vetted running text as traditional readers--with a bonus of 100 fun facts
sprinkled throughout! A fact roundup at the end of each book lets kids review what they've learned. (Plus, they can impress
their friends with their animal expertise!)
Developed by National Geographic in consultation with literacy education experts, a series of high-interest, exciting and
easy-to-read books contain simple text, National Geographic photography and kid-friendly diagrams, as well as loads of
information about subjects that really matter to kids. Simultaneous.
Erupt!
Water
Sonia Sotomayor
A Penguin Named Patience
Native American Interpreter
Fans of American history and the hit Broadway play are sure to enjoy the true story of Founding Father Alexander Hamilton in this Level 3
biographical Reader from National Geographic Kids. Learn all about the revolutionary life of one of America's most popular historic figures.
Level 3 text provides accessible yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers. The expert-vetted text, brilliant photos, and fun approach
to reading are a winning formula with kids, parents, and educators.
Provides information about the Earth's water, including rivers, lakes, oceans, the water cycle, climate, water pollution, and conservation.
Discover the coolest robots of today and tomorrow in this colorful, photo-packed book. In this inviting and entertaining format, kids will
learn about the science behind these amazing machines. Written in an easy-to-grasp style to encourage the scientists of tomorrow!
In this Level 3 reader, learn all about how archaeologists unearth history, from Egyptian pyramids to Incan roads, and everything in
between.
Sacagawea
Her True Story
National Geographic Kids Readers: Alexander Hamilton (L3)
Czech Republic, The
Robots

Find out about the life of Rosa Parks and how her actions in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955 helped end racial segregation in
America. This book follows the same standards as other National Geographic Readers with the same careful text, brilliant
photographs, and fun approach that kids love. The life story of Rosa Parks has enduring lessons to teach us and this biography
should appeal to kids, parents, and teachers.
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Mice and rats may be the most famous rodents, but readers will discover the diverse--and maybe even adorable--world of little
squeaking critters. From cavies and capybaras to jerboas and gerbils to pocket mice and porcupines, get ready for the rodents.
Packed with weird-but-true facts and tons of animal info, this Level 3 Reader shows just how endearing rodents can be. Meet the
adorable pika, fuzzy hamsters, and yes, even supersmart rats, and collect cool facts about these scurrying squeaky creatures.
National Geographic Fact Readers feature the same expert-vetted running text as traditional readers--with a bonus of 100 fun facts
sprinkled throughout! A fact roundup at the end of each book lets kids review what they've learned. (Plus, they can impress their
friends with their animal expertise!)
SacagaweaNational Geographic Books
From dazzling gemstones to sparkling crystals to molten lava, this brilliantly illustrated book introduces children to the exciting
world of rocks and minerals, including both the building blocks and the bling. This level two reader, written in easy-to-grasp text,
will help cultivate the geologists of tomorrow! This high-interest, educationally vetted series of beginning readers features the
magnificent images of National Geographic, accompanied by texts written by experienced, skilled children's book authors. The inside
back cover of the paperback edition is an interactive feature based upon the book. Level 1 books reinforce the content of the book
with a kinesthetic learning activity. In Level 2 books readers complete a Cloze letter, or fun fill-in, with vocabulary words. Releases
simultaneously in Reinforced Library Binding: 978-1-4263-1039-3 , $13.90/$15.95 Can National Geographic supports K-12
educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
100 Fun Facts about Volcanoes
Pyramids and Mummies
The Legacy and Legend of Sacagawea
Woof!
Ellis Island
Presents facts and comparisons about the physical characteristics, senses, eating habits, and behavior
of cats and dogs.
"Information about the stars in the sky for very young children"-The Legacy and Legend of Sacagawea primary source reader builds literacy skills while offering engaging
content across social studies subject areas. Primary source documents provide an intimate glimpse into
what life was like during the 1800s. This nonfiction reader can be purposefully differentiated for
various reading levels and learning styles. It contains text features to increase academic vocabulary
and comprehension, from captions and bold print to index and glossary. The "Your Turn!" activity will
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continue to challenge students as they extend their learning. This text aligns to state standards as
well as McREL, WIDA/TESOL, and the NCSS/C3 Framework.
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